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Bayreuth, 1879.

My dear Mr. Steinway.***** From your communication I readily perceive

with what enthusiastic love you seek to attain the incorporation of the

most " spirituelle " tone into the piano, which has heretofore served only

as the exponent of actual musical sound. Our great tone masters, when

writing- the grandest of their creations for the piano-forte, seem to have

had a presentiment of the ideal grand piano, as now attained by your-

selves. A Beethoven Sonata, a Bach Chromatic Fantasie, can only be

fully appreciated when rendered upon one of your piano-fortes.

Although I do not possess the slightest dexterity in piano-forte

playing, I delight in being able to do justice to your assumption of my

inborn and cultivated sense of tone. For sounds of such beauty as

those coming from my Steinway grand flatter and coax the most agree-

able tone-pictures from my harmonic melodic senses.

in a word, i find your grand piano of wondrous beauty.

It is a noble work of art.

Richard Wagner.



RICHARD WAGNER.



Weimar, 1883.

Mr. Steinway,

zMost Esteemed Sir,—Again I owe you many and special thanks.

The new Steinway grand is a glorious masterpiece in power, sonority,

singing quality and perfect harmonic effects, affording delight even to

my old piano-weary fingers. Ever continuing success remains a beautiful

attribute of the world-renowned firm of Steinway & Sons.

In your letter, highly esteemed sir, you mention some new features

in the grand piano; viz., the vibrating body being bent into form out

of one continuous piece, and that portion of the strings heretofore lying

dormant, being now a part of the foundation tones and incorporated

therein as partial tones. Their utility is emphatically guaranteed by the

name of the inventor.

Owing to my ignorance of the mechanism of piano construction,

I can but praise the magnificent result in the volume and quality of

sound.

Very respectfully and gratefully,

Franz Liszt.



FRANZ LISZT.



Paris, 1867.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Piano Manufacturers, New York :

I have heard the magnificent pianos which you brought from

America, and which emanate from your factory. Permit me to compli-

ment you upon the excellent and rare qualities which these instruments

possess. Their sonority is splendid and essentially noble; moreover,

you have discovered the secret of lessening-, to an imperceptible point,

that unpleasant harmonic of the minor seventh, which has heretofore

made itself heard on the eighth or ninth node of the longer strings, to

such a degree as to render some of the simplest and finest chords disa-

greeable (cacophonique). This improvement, in connection with the

various others you have introduced in the manufacture of your pianos,

is a great progress— a progress for which all artists and amateurs

gifted with delicate perception are infinitely indebted to you.

Accept, I beg of you, with my compliments, my highest respects.

Your devoted,

HECTOR BERLIOZ.



HECTOR BERLIOZ.



New York, 1873.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Gentlemen:— On the eve of returning to Europe, I deem it my

pleasant duty to express to you my most heartfelt thanks for all the

kindness and courtesy you have shown me during my stay in the

United States; but also, and above all, for your unrivalled piano-fortes,

which once more have done full justice to their world-wide reputation,

both for excellence and for capacity for enduring- the severest trials.

During all my long and difficult journeys all over America, in a very

inclement season, I used and have been enabled to use your pianos

exclusively in my two hundred and fifteen concerts, and also in private,

with the most eminent satisfaction and effect.

Yours very truly,

ANTON RUBINSTEIN.

(The only testimonial ever given by Rubinstein to any piano manufacturer.)



ANTON RUBINSTEIN,



From Charles Gounod.

" Improvisateurs will feel themselves aided and inspired by its

powerful and delicate vibrations; pianists will discover new resources

for their special effects; and composers will find under their hands a

palette which will furnish them with the thousand nuances required for

the interpretation of their works, enriched by the modern conquests of

instrumentation."



CHARLES GOUNOD.
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From DR. JOSEPH JOACHIM.

Steinway is to the pianist what Straduarius is to the ViOiinist.
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DOCTOR JOSEPH JOACHIM,
VIOLINIST.
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Berlin, 1871.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

New York:

Herewith I beg you to accept my very best thanks for the superb

grand piano which you have sent me, and which has safely arrived. I

am amazed at the prolonged vibration of its tones, by which the instru-

ment becomes somewhat organ-like, at the lightness and delicacy of

the touch (considering its great volume of tone), and at the precise

and perfect cessation of the tone which the dampers effect— an element

so essential to distinctness in playing. * * * * * With

such a perfect instrument as yours placed before me, I must modify many

of my former expressed views regarding pianos. I hear frequently many

harmonic combination tones, although such a long vibrating tone as

that of your grand piano is much more sensitive to dissonances than

that of ordinary instruments, the tones of which so quickly die away.

Yours, very truly,

H. VON HELMHOLTZ.
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HERMANN VON HELMHOLTZ,
"PROFESSOR OF ACOUSTICS

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN.
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Cincinnati, 1879.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Gentlemen : I consider the Steinway piano the best piano at

present made, and that is the reason why I use it in private and also

in all my public concerts.

As long as the pianos of Messrs. Steinway & Sons retain that

high degree of excellence of manufacture, and those admirable qualities

which have always distinguished them, I shall continue to use them in

preference to all other pianos.

Respectfully Yours,

Theodore Thomas.
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THEODORE THOMAS,

ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTOR.
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Berlin, 1887.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

New York,

Gentlemen : It affords me the greatest pleasure to express to you

my delight in the grand piano that you have recently shipped to our

mutual friend, Mr. Albert Niemann. The wondrous beauty of its tone

quality, its easy touch, its enchanting pianos and glorious fortes, its

perfect evenness from the lowest tones to the very highest— the latter

of a distinctness I have never met with heretofore— all produce an

entrancing effect. Unrequested I am compelled to express to you my

highest admiration. Upon this grand piano the world-famed musical

authority, Heinrich Ehrlich, performed an adagio by Beethoven; friend

Franz Rummel played a Beethoven sonata and some of Bach's titanic

music, while I essayed to interpret the orchestral language of Wagner.

Everything sounded entrancing and sublime.

In the admiration of this, your masterwork, and in the expectation

of a speedy, joyful meeting, I remain, with highest esteem,

Your devoted

ANTON SEIDL.
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ANTON SEIDL,

ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTOR



Boston, 1893.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons:

During- the four years of my career in America, as Conductor of

the Boston Symphony Orchestra, I have had for my private use one of

your splendid grand pianos.

I desire to express to you frankly my admiration of the noble

singing and wonderfully sympathetic tone-quality of your pianos, Com-

bined with an extraordinary volume of tone, enabling the pianist to pro-

duce the most beautiful tonal effects, withal orchestral.

You are aware, my dear Mr. Steinway, that I have been appointed

Director of the Royal Opera at Buda-Pesth, and that I am preparing to

leave America in order to assume the duties of my new position. Such

being the case, I would like to purchase one of your style "C" parlor

grands in ebonized case, the instrument to be shipped to me during

next July at my residence in Buda-Pesth, Hungary. The question of

price and the selection of the piano I leave entirely in your own hands.

In taking one of your grands to Europe, I am conscious of the fact

that I will possess the best piano at present made, an instrument that

will wear well and withstand the effect of any climate.

With assurances of the highest consideration, believe me,

Very sincerely yours,

ARTHUR NIKISCH.



ARTHUR NIKISCH,

ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTOR.
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London, 1892.

Dear Mr. Steinway,

*
I must tell you that, although I was

delighted and inspired with your pianos at my first concert, my enthusi-

asm and inspiration increased at my second concert, and became still

greater at the third, and thus it went on crescendo until my final appear-

ance, at which my joy in the grandeur, the power and the ideal beauty

of the tone, and the perfection of touch and mechanism was unbounded.

All who play your pianos can but thank you. I also do so and at

the same time congratulate you most heartily.

Your very devoted

I. J. PADEREWSKI.
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IGNACE J. PADEREWSKI
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North Tarrytown, N.Y., 1893.

Dear Mr. Steinway,

The absolutely perfect action of the Steinway piano renders it the

indispensable ally of the executive artist. The tone is enchantingly

sweet and sonorous, noble in all registers and similar in quality to that

of a string- instrument and to the human voice, and in grandeur and

power equalling the orchestra. It has rightfully become famous as the

" Steinway " tone.

In its totality the Steinway piano is a genuine work of art, the

ideal piano.

Very truly yours,

Rafael Joseffy.
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RAFAEL JOSEFFY,
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New York, July 9th, 1894.

The Steinway pianos are an inspiration to a musical temperament,

and delight an artist's heart because of their affectionate and complete

response to every varying mood.

William Mason.
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WILLIAM MASON,



New York.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Gentlemen : It goes without saying that, when I arrived in New

York, in November 1888, I encountered the world-renowned Steinway

pianos with expectations strained to the highest pitch. I gladly confess

that my demands were not only completly fulfilled, but far surpassed.

C'cst le ton qui fait la musique, and I may add— the piano. Your

grand piano is distinguished by its rare beauty of tone-quality ; sensi-

tive, clear as a ball, and far-carrying in the treble; in the middle

octaves bright and singing like a genuine Stradivarius.

The touch is simply unsurpassable for the delivery of all kinds of

double notes, is equally and specially adapted to forte and piano, in

staccato and in repetition.

That I have used your grands in ninety concerts and no repairs

were necessary, speaks more brilliantly for the durability of their con-

struction than any other proof.

In conclusion I thank you sincerely for all your friendliness and

care for me, which have made it possible to finish so long a concert

tournee without unnecessary fatigue.

MORIZ ROSENTHAL,

Pianist to the Royal Court of Roumania.



MORIZ ROSENTHAL,

'PIANIST.
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London, 1891.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

New York,

Gentlemen: As Liszt once stood in the midst of the pianists of

his time, so stands to-day the Steinway concert grand among all

contemporary instruments of its kind,—solitary, without a rival.

Both Liszt and Steinway reached their aim. Making the attain-

ments of important predecessors their basis of operation, they as path-

breakers lead all others, always inventing and creating something

new. If Liszt be recognized as the creator of modern piano-technic,

Steinway & Sons must be designated as the founders of modern piano-

making.

ARTHUR FRIEDHEIM.
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ARTHUR FRIEDHEIM,

^PIANIST.
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New York, 1894.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Gentlemen : I abstain from enumerating the brilliant excellencies

of your instruments, and from extended expression of my recognition of

and admiration for them. I can but repeat what higher and highest

masters have said before me. Allow me only to add that, while in

Europe, I had already come to the conclusion that the Steinway pianos,

which I used in Germany and Finland in my public concerts, are abso-

lutely unexcelled. The intimate relation which I have sustained with

these most perfect pianos during my sojourn in America has confirmed

my predilection for them.

Respectfully yours,

FERRUCCIO B. BUSONI.
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FERRUCCIO B. BUSONI,

^PIANIST.
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New York, 1894.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Gentlemen: It gives me great pleasure to reiterate my opinion of

your pianos expressed many years ago.

They uniformly excel in the following points:

— Depth, richness and volume of tone;

— Rare brilliancy and clearness of tone;

— Perfect evenness throughout the entire scale;

— A surprising duration of sound, the pure and sympathetic quality of

which never changes under the most delicate or powerful touch—

a peculiarity found exclusively in the Steinway piano

,

— Matchless precision, elasticity and promptitude of action;

—A most surprising durability under the severest trials

In these particulars the Steinway pianos are the admiration of all

artists,

They are the best pianos made in this country or in Europe.

S. B. MILLS.
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S. B. MILLS.
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New York, 1879.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

New York,

Gentlemen : Your magnificent grand pianos unite all desirable

qualities to the highest degree. The tone quality is truly beautiful and

extremely sympathetic; its volume, sonority and depth is magnificent;

its singing and carrying capacity most wonderful, and its durability

under the most powerful touch is simply astounding.

The action responds with equal promptness to every shade of

touch— it is perfect.

Believe me,

Very truly yours,

Franz Rummel.



FRANZ RUMMEL,
'PIANIST.
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New York, 1894.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Gentlemen: — It gives me great pleasure to express my admira-

tion for your pianos. Their tone is noble, sonorous and pure ; even in

the utmost fortissimo, it is rich and sweet; moreover, it carries so far

that it makes the most delicate pianissimo practicable in very large

halls. The tone is not only large and round, but exquisitely sensitive

and fresh. These qualities make the Steinway piano better adapted to

cantabile playing at one extreme and to the most passionate bravoura

at the other, than any other piano that I know. The scale is very even

in the best sense of the word :— the bass rich and pure, the treble sing-

ing and full, the upper octaves round and replete with vitality and

character.

The action of the Steinway piano, combining, as it does, depth,

power, lightness and elasticity, affords the artist the means of produc-

ing the most delicate shades of tone-color, the most piquant effects and

the most tremendous bravoura.

The Steinway piano Is, in brief, a harmonious creation of art so

individual and sympathetic that the artist often feels as if it possessed

a living personality of its own.

With my kind regards,

Yours very sincerely,

ADELE AUS DER OHE.
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ADELE AUS DER OHE,
TIANISTE.
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Chicago, III., 1882.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

New York,

T>ear Sirs: Allow me to express to you the great satisfaction and

pleasure that I have experienced from the use of your famous pianos,

which you have placed at my disposal during my Concert tour now in

course of progress in the United States.

During my artistic career in the art centres of the world, I have

used the pianos of nearly all celebrated manufacturers, but none of them

can be compared to yours— none possess to such a marvelous degree

that sympathetic, poetic and singing tone quality which distinguishes

the Steinway as peerless among them all. Before returning to Europe,

I shall select and purchase one of your grand pianos for Craig-y-nos

Castle, my residence in South Wales.

Respectfully Yours,

Adelina path.



ADELINA PATTI.
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New York, 1894.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons:

I have found your grand pianos most admirable in touch and

tone.

I can only say, that your deserved success meets with my entire

and unstinted approval.

Emma Calve.
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EMMA CALVE,
SOPRANO.

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.

1894.
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New York, 1894.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons .

Dear Sirs: I consider your grand pianos incomparable.

With renewed thanks, I remain,

Yours very truly.

EMMA EAMES-STORY.
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EMMA EAMES-STORY,
SOPRANO.

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.

1894.
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New York, 1894.

I have a Steinway piano in my house in London and am using

one here.

There is nothing that can be said about the Steinway that has

not been said a thousand times before. It contains all excellencies.

Lillian Nordica.
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LILLIAN NORDICA,
SOPRANO.

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.

1894.
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New York, 1894.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Dear Sirs: During- my engagements in the United States, I have

always used the Steinway pianos in preference to all others.

They combine all excellencies to the highest possible degree,

their tone is poetic and sympathetic, combined with wonderful singing

quality and sonority, supporting the voice most admirably. The touch

and action is unsurpassed, light and elastic, answering promptly to all

requirements.

Thanking you for the loan of the beautiful instrument, I remain,

Very truly yours,

Sofia Scalchi-lolli.
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SOFIA SCALCHI,
CONTRALTO.

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.

1894.
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Chicago, 1894.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Gentlemen : I am delighted to express my admiration for your

beautiful piano-fortes, which I regard as without exception the best in

the world.

Sincerely yours,

SlGRID ARNOLDSON.



SIGRID ARNOLDSON,
SOPRANO.

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.

1894.
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New York, 1894.

Steinway & Sons:

Your magnificent piano, which we have used during- our tournee

in America, is in every respect a truly remarkable instrument. We take

real pleasure in stating- these facts.

JEAN DE RESZKE.

EDOUARD DE RESZKE.
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JEAN DE RESZKE,
TENOli.

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.

1894.
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New York, 1894.

Steinway & Sons:

Your magnificent piano, which we have used during our tournee

in America, is in every respect a truly remarkable instrument. We take

real pleasure in stating these facts.

Jean de Reszke.

edouard de reszke.
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EDOUARD DE RESZKE,
"BASSO.

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.

1894.
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New York, 1894.

Steinway & Sons:

It affords me the greatest pleasure to play upon your piano. The

tone is excellent; sonority, sweetness, and continuity of sound are in

marvelous combination in your magnificent instrument.

J. LASSALLE.
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JEAN LASSALLE,
^BARITONE.

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.

1894.
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New York, 1894.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Gentlemen : I have no hesitation in saying that your piano is the

most perfect instrument I know of.

FRANCISCO VIGNAS.
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FRANCISCO VIGNAS,
TENOTi.

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.

1894.
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New York, 1894.
Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

Gentlemen: During- my tours in the United States of America, and

in Europe, I have used the Steinway piano exclusively, having one at

my home in Italy.

The mechanism I consider perfect, and the tone is ideal.

Permit me to extend my best wishes for your deserved success.

Yours faithfully,

LUIGI MANCINELLI.
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LUIGI MANCINELLI,
CONDUCTOR.

METROPOLITAN OPERA CO,

1894.
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New York, 1894.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons,

New York.

Gentlemen : The most glowing praises that have been bestowed on

your unrivalled pianos are only justice done to their merit.

They are perfect in the highest sense of the word ; responsive to

every demand; their sonority is of incomparable beauty, brilliant and

powerful, tender and grave. I have found them to be the most ex-

pressive medium to convey the thoughts of the great composers. Their

use is to me a never-ceasing source of purest pleasure, and in bringing

you this testimony of my admiration for your glorious instruments, I

simply give expression to my inmost conviction as a sincere artist.

I remain. Gentlemen,

Yours sincerely,

ALBERTO JONAS,
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ALBERTO JONAS,
PIANIST.
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By patent dated June 13th, 1892, Mr. WILLIAM STEINWAY, the head

of the house of Steinway & Sons, was appointed

Piano Manufacturer to

HIS MAJESTY

THE EMPEROR WILLIAM OF GERHANY,
AND TO

THE ROYAL COURT OF PRUSSIA.
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By Royal Warrant

dated May 29th, 1890, Steinway & Sons were honored by the

appointment of Piano Manufacturers to

HER MAJESTY

THE QUEEN OP GREAT BRITAIN
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Steinway & Sons,

by Royal Warrants, dated respectively June iSth and October 4th, 1890,

were honored by the appointment of Piano Manufacturers to

Their Royal Highnesses

THE PRINCE and PRINCESS OF WALES,
AND

THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
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STEINWAY & SONS

beg to announce that by Royal patent, dated October 28th, 1893, they

were appointed

PIANO MANUFACTURERS TO

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF SPAIN

AND TO THE ROYAL COURT

69



Translation of the Diploma appointing STEINWAY & SONS piano makers

to His Majesty UMBERTO I., the King of Italy.

Ministry of the

Royal House,

Diploma No. 944.

Registered.

His Majesty the King Umberto I.

Wishing to give the house of Steinway & SONS, Piano Manufac-

turers in the City of New York, a special and public testimonial of his

protection and good will, it has been ordered that said house should be

authorized to exhibit the Royal Coat of Arms as a trade mark of

their manufacture.

This warrant is awarded for the cpecial and exclusive benefit of the

above-named firm, at the King's pleasure.

Secretary of the Ministry,

E. Vouzie Vaglia,

First Aide-de-Camp of His Majesty.
Rome, June 22, 1894.

ROYAL
1 SEAL
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R. ACADEMIA S. CJECIUM.

QVOD PR^CLARA IN MVSICES ARTEM BENE-

FICIA CONTVLERIT PROVT CONLEGII CON-

STITVTIONIBVS TIT XII DECRETVM

WILLIAM STEINWAY
IN SODALIVM BENEMERITORVM NVMERVM

SOLLEMNITER COOPTAVIT DAT. ROM^E ID APR A

MDCCCXCIV ANNO A SOCIETATE INSTITVTA CCCX

E. DI SAN MARTINO Academic-Principe.

ALEX. PANSOTTI Ab Actis.

MDCCCXL [SEAL]

(TRANSLATION.)

The Royal Academy of St. Cecilia have, on account of his emi-

nent merit in the domain of music, and in conformity to their Statutes,

Article 12, solemnly decreed to receive William Steinway into the number

of their honorary members. Given at Rome, April 15, 1894, and in the

three hundred and tenth year from the founding of the Society.

E. DI SAN MARTINO, President.

Alex. Pansotti, Secretary.

*** The Royal Academy of St. Cecilia was founded by the celebrated

composer Palestrina.
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IGNACE J. PADEREWSKI
OP. i 8. SIX SONGS.

My Tears were Flowing
Mir flossen Thranen
Wand'ring Along >

Ich geh' entlang $

My Sweetest Darling
Mein siisser Liebling

.50

.bo

75
6.

Over the Waters )

Ueber dem Wasser £

Ah! What Tortures! /

Ach die Qualen ! y

Were I the Ribbon
Konnte ich das Stirnband

y

75
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Ed. Bote & Bock, Leipziger Strasse, Berlin.

Willcocks & Co., Ltd., 63 Berners St., London, W.

SECOND ENLARGED EDITION.

"FROM THE TONE WORLD."
ESSAYS <BY LOUIS EHLERT.

Translated from the German by Helen D. Tretbar.

CONTENTS =

Carl Tausig. — Robert Schumann and his School. — Frederic Chopin.— Felix Mendelssnhn-
Bartholdi. — Robert Volkman. "—Tristan and Isolde, by Richard Wagner (2 Essays).

—

The Stage Festival at Bayreuth. — A Scene from "Die Meistersinger. "— Offenbach and
the Second Empire. — Gervinus and purely Instrumental Music. — Music Teaching and
the Public — Wagner, Makart, and Hammerling. A Parallel.— Gounod contra Wag-
ner. — Johannes Brahms. — Wagner s Parsifal. — Liszt as an Author. — Concerning
Polygraphy. — Music and Sociability.

400 pages, cloth, $1.50. Mailed upon receipt ofprice.

PUBLISHED BY

C. P. TRKTBAR, 109 EX 14th. St., New York.
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Third Thousand.

ANTON RUBINSTEIN'S
New Book, entitled

:

"A CONVERSATION ON MUSIC."
Translated for the Author by Mrs. John P. Morgan.

Cloth, $1.00. Mailedfree upon receipt ofprice.

Copyright, 1892, by

C. F\ TRETBAR, Steinway Hall, New York.

Just Published !

THE

M. Steinert Collection
OF

KEYED & STRINGED INSTRUMENTS.
With various Treatises on the History of these Instruments, the Method

of Playing them, and their Influence on Musical Art.

BY

MORRIS STEINERT, New Haven, Conn.
Illustrated. Price: Paper, $1.00 ; cloth, $/.jo.

PUBLISHED BY

C. B\ TRETBAR, Steinway Flail, New York.
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